SYNCHRO Notes and SYNCHRO Crew

Intuitive mobile apps to easily capture rich project data and create daily reports in seconds

SYNCHRO Notes

SYNCHRO Notes allows users to easily document project notes and photos on their mobile phones. In return, a professional daily report is automatically sent based off daily recorded project information.

SYNCHRO Notes is unique because it leverages the power of voice. Users can record their daily notes with audio recordings, and SYNCHRO’s human transcription team will transcribe the audio notes into the text of each daily report. With its ease of use, users will record notes more often and in greater detail.

SYNCHRO Crew

SYNCHRO Crew allows users to track their bottom line. Users can log hours and headcount, and record equipment and materials used on the job site. Teams can easily report who worked, and what materials and equipment were used right from their mobile device.

Users can group together Labor, Material, and Equipment entries into Shift Reports and view summary production data in real time. Teams can easily access timecards, daily reports, and view production rates.

All entries from both SYNCHRO Notes and SYNCHRO Crew push into your comprehensive daily reports.
ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF REPORTS
Users are more likely to document project notes, because it’s so easy to do. All you need is a mobile device to take notes, snap photos, and record videos at the touch of a button. All documented data feeds into your daily report - each note entry is time, data, and location stamped.

ACCESS SPECIFIC INFORMATION
Access specific information in seconds with SYNCHRO’s keyword search. Skip the hassle of sifting through paperwork to find what is needed. Your reports serve as your digital database for any information you need.

KEEP TEAMS PROTECTED
Easily document any verbal agreements, change orders, and disruptions that may arise. SYNCHRO keeps an independent record of events – including hosting and time stamping on every note – making the data irrefutable. Clear documentation can help prevent faulty claims, avoidable damages, and work disputes.

CAPTURE RICH PROJECT DATA IN SECONDS
Streamline the documentation process. All you need is a mobile phone to record audio notes, take pictures and videos, or type notes. Teams can access all recorded project information whenever and wherever